Turning in the Age of Corona
Episode 15: The Red Horse of the Log-a-Lifts
Santa Cruz Woodturners, September 24, 2020
The Red Horse of the Apocalypse, according to scholars, was a symbol of war,
violence, and mankind’s destructive nature against his own species.
The Red Horse of the Log-a-Lifts is a different creature. Not only does this horse
manifest an ineffably peaceful demeanor, but it was designed to keep mankind safe
and, in the case of turners, happy.

We saw a fine example of a Horse at
our Chain Saw Demo a week ago.
Raf Strudley has used this one for
years to keep his logs stable while
parting them with a chainsaw and then
trimming them to mount on his lathe.

Dan Albridge offers another take on the
Horse...designed by his grandfather and
used by Dan for years for firewood.
With a few adaptations, like a piece of
scrap plywood, it works great for making
bowl blanks. It adapts to different
diameter logs automatically.
He calls it a Buckhorse. It holds a log in
a comfortable ergonomic position. And
it’s clearly red.
See next page....
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Dan’s horse folds up for convenience, and it works great for the variable sized logs we
typically obtain.
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Wells has another, borderline troglodyte solution to the squirmy log problem: Three
heavy rounds, with the middle one shorter than the two on either side. Since I cut my
blanks from rounds in the same place, portability isn’t an issue...but you always have
rounds. A single wedge stabilizes these easily. I can cut 20 or 30 rounds into 40 to 60
blanks in 3 or 4 hours before fatigue sets in. One advantage is that I don’t need to lift a
heavy round very far. The drawback is that this requires the sawyer to kneel. A knee
pad helps, although the pile of ribbons from a ripping blade quickly softens the ground.

Mick Jagger, who’s more of a twister than a turner, is also a fan of horses...wild ones, in
particular. Now, if we can only train these horses to drag the logs up the hill...we could
get what we need.

Enjoy the coming hot weather,
Wells Shoemaker
President, SCW
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